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About Business Leaders for Michigan
Business Leaders for Michigan, the state’s business roundtable, is dedicated to making Michigan a Top Ten
state for jobs, personal income, and a strong economy. The work of Business Leaders for Michigan is guided
by the Michigan Turnaround Plan, a holistic, fact-based strategy to achieve the organization’s Top Ten goals.
The organization is composed exclusively of the chairpersons, chief executive officers, or most senior
executives of Michigan's largest companies and universities. Our members drive over 25% of the state’s
economy, provide over 325,000 direct and 820,000 indirect jobs in Michigan, generate over $1 trillion in
annual revenue and serve nearly half of all Michigan public university students. Find out more at
www.businessleadersformichigan.com.

Executive Summary
A key characteristic of top-performing regions is the presence of stable public institutions that provide
essential services efficiently and effectively. In Michigan, our counties, cities, villages and townships represent
the front lines for public service delivery. Local public schools, community colleges and universities, and
economic development agencies also play a role.
Increasing collaboration between these entities is often proposed as a way to increase the efficiency and
effectiveness of service delivery. The present focus on regional collaboration has intensified as local
governments adjust to the economic realities of recession and recovery. In this report, we look at the key
economic factors impacting local governments nationally and in Michigan, provide examples of regional
collaboration, explore Michigan’s opportunities and challenges to further collaboration, and share the results
of a statewide poll of voter expectations for regional cooperation.
Key findings include:

1. Nationally, local governments are faced with declining state support and lower property tax
revenues from falling home prices. At the same time, employee health care and retirement
benefit costs are increasing. Michigan’s local governments are confronting the same problems
and are also challenged by declining population.
2.

Numerous examples of regional collaboration can be found both nationally and in Michigan.
Regional collaboration in Michigan takes many forms, including developing regional economic
plans, encouraging regional service delivery, and creating regional authorities. The benefits of
collaboration range from improved marketing and promotion of regional assets to significant
cost savings.

3.

There is broad public support in Michigan for increased regional collaboration, and Michigan has
taken many steps since 2010 to make service sharing/consolidation more attractive. However,
these measures have not been in place long enough to know whether they will accelerate
collaboration. For example, under old laws, there were limited opportunities for local
governments to realize savings given prohibitions on employee and contract changes. Therefore,
regions should consider using this document to re-start conversations about establishing greater
regional collaboration using the state’s new tools.
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Key Economic Factors Impacting Local Governments
Nationally and in Michigan
National Trends


For several years, local governments nationally have been challenged by declining home values and a
resulting loss in property tax revenue. Between the fourth quarter of 2007 and the first quarter of
2012, home values nationally dropped almost 16 percent.i



From 2009 to 2011, local property tax revenue dropped almost 6 percent. From 2009 to 2010, state
aid to local governments decreased 2 percent.ii
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At the same time key revenues are declining, cost pressures are increasing. In a June 2012 National
League of Cities survey, increased health and pension costs were cited as the most influential factors
increasing costs.iii



Still, local leaders express some optimism. In 2012, 57 percent of city leaders nationally believed they
would be able to meet their financial needs, while 43 percent believed they won’t be able to meet
needs. This was the most optimistic result since 2007 when 70 percent felt they would be able to
meet needs.iv
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Michigan Trends
Local governments in Michigan are faced with similar economics as the rest of the nation, with conditions
that are perhaps more severe. While, as a state, Michigan is recovering from the recession more quickly than
most of its peers, for many of Michigan’s local communities the effects of declining property values and years
of population loss are still present.


Property values and local property tax revenue increased most of the decade, but since the 2008
recession, taxable value of property has declined 11 percent and revenues from property taxes have
declined 8 percent.v
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Local governments in Michigan are among the most reliant on local property taxes, with over 93
percent of all local government tax revenues coming from property levies. vi
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In Michigan, local units of government receive both Constitutional and statutory revenue sharing
dollars from the state. This money comes from a variety of sources and can be increased or reduced
depending on the amount of available funds. For most of the decade, state revenue sharing payments
have declined. 2011 marked only the second increase in state revenue sharing payments since before
the 2001 recession.vii



Like their national counterparts, health care and pensions costs are expected to increase for
Michigan’s local governments.viii

-
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Unlike many other areas of the country, Michigan has lost population. From 2000 to 2010, 15 out of
20 of Michigan’s largest population centers lost population, led by the City of Detroit, which lost fully
one-quarter of its residents.ix Only 11 of Michigan’s 83 counties saw significant population growth. x



Despite these challenges, overall, local governments have aligned their spending with available
revenues.xi
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Michigan’s local government leaders are also feeling more optimistic than at any time in recent years.
In 2010, 61 percent of local government leaders interviewed by the University of Michigan reported
being less able to meet their fiscal needs. In 2013, that number has fallen to 29 percent. This is a
considerable improvement, but only about one-third of those interviewed believe better fiscal times
are ahead.xii

Regional Collaboration Nationally and in Michigan
National Examples
Examples of regional collaboration nationally range from collaborating on providing a specific service to
consolidation of city and county governments.
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National Examples of Collaboration continued:


California – The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD)
Collaboration between 26 cities and water districts in Los Angeles, Orange, San Diego, Riverside, San
Bernardino, and Ventura counties was formed to improve operations and transparency. The
collaboration saves members nearly $1 million a year. xiii



Indiana, Kansas, and Kentucky – City/County Government Consolidation
The City of Indianapolis and Marion County in Indiana merged in 1970, Kansas City and Wyandotte
County in 1997, and the City of Louisville and Jefferson County in Kentucky merged in 2000. They are
three of the most recent examples of city and county governments merging. In 2012, the Municipal
Technical Advisory Service at the University of Tennessee published a scholarly review of the
available research on these and other city-county mergers. The review identified cost-savings and
economic development as major reasons for pursuing consolidation. While the review concluded that
little empirical evidence exists that city-county mergers have produced significant gains in either
category, such gains remain possible with strong leadership and a long-term commitment.xiv



New York – Local Government Efficiency Grant Program
The State of New York Local Government Efficiency Grant Program “provides technical assistance
and competitive grants to local governments for the development of projects that will achieve
savings and improve municipal efficiency through shared services, cooperative agreements, mergers,
consolidations and dissolutions.” Since the program’s inception, over 350 projects have been funded
with a projected savings of over $550 million on anticipated spending. xv



Ontario – Ontario Shared Services (OSS)
The Province of Ontario works with its local governments to consolidate functions. Between 2004
and 2009, overall government direct expenditures increased roughly 25 percent from $9.7 billion to
$12.1 billion, while the OSS operating budget decreased by 9 percent, from $184 million to $168
million. The program has generated approximately $225 million in cost savings. xvi



Nationally, city leaders report intentions to increase their pursuit of inter-local cooperation.xvii
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Michigan Examples of Collaboration
For this report, we asked representatives of each of Michigan’s 10 regional Economic Development
Collaboratives to provide details on current regional collaboration efforts. The responses show that areas of
the state are thinking more regionally about their economies and the benefits range from better marketing
and promotion of unique regional assets to significant cost savings.



Great Lakes Bay Region – Great Lakes Bay - Economic Development Partnership (EDP)
In early 2009, this region, encompassing Saginaw, Bay, and Midland Counties, launched the EDP. The
three county economic development organizations worked together, along with Saginaw Valley State
University, Delta College, and the Great Lakes Bay Michigan Works! agency to market the region to
the solar industry. The effort resulted in almost 20 major regional economic development projects
with over $4 billion in new investment and more than 9,000 projected jobs created or retained.



Southwest Michigan – Transformation Agenda for the Southwest Michigan
In 2012, the counties of Allegan, Berrien, Branch, Calhoun, Cass, Kalamazoo, St. Joseph, and Van
Buren partnered to develop a 10-year plan for collaboration and economic growth called the
Transformation Agenda for the Southwest Michigan. So far, it has resulted in 16,282 new and direct
jobs and $31,796,000 in new capital invested in the region.



West Michigan – West Michigan Economic Partnership
In 2012, Cascade Township, the City of Grand Rapids, City of Kentwood, City of Muskegon, City of
Wyoming, Kent County, and Muskegon County created the West Michigan Economic Partnership
under the Next Michigan Development Act. These seven units of local government work together to
identify and market strategic economic development sites in the region.
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Southeast Michigan – Detroit Regional Convention Facility Authority (DRCFA)
In 2009, the Michigan Legislature created the DRCFA, a public-sector collaboration consisting of
representatives from the State of Michigan, Macomb County, Oakland County, Wayne County and the
City of Detroit, to oversee the expansion and operation of Cobo Convention and Exhibition Center.
Under the DRFCA, operating costs have been reduced by nearly $6 million annually and energy costs
have declined by almost 45 percent. At the same time, operating revenues have more than doubled
from $3.6 million to $7.6 million.



Southwest Michigan – Kalamazoo Area Building Authority
A group of local municipalities, including the Townships of Comstock, Cooper, Kalamazoo and
Oshtemo, formed the Kalamazoo Area Building Authority (KABA) to lower costs to taxpayers by
providing consistent building code enforcement and standardized permit fees. Together, KABA
anticipates future core costs associated with the permitting process across the units of government
will decrease by 35 to 50 percent.



Southeast Michigan – Consolidated 911 Dispatch Services
In 2010, the Cities of Eastpointe, Roseville and St. Clair Shores in Macomb County consolidated their
emergency dispatch operations into The South East Regional Emergency Services Authority
(SERESA). Officials of at least one community, St. Clair Shores, have reported savings of $250,000 a
year.xviii



West Michigan – Consolidated 911 Dispatch Services and Law Enforcement Cost Sharing
In 2006, Kent County and the cities of Grand Rapids, Wyoming, Walker and Grandville established
the County Dispatch Authority, to improve the delivery of 911 emergency dispatch services
throughout the County. The Kent County Sheriff’s Department collaborates with local units of
government and local police departments to share the cost and use of various law enforcement,
investigative and crime prevention programs and has agreements with several townships and school
districts to provide enhanced patrol services. xix



Mirroring the nation, local leaders in Michigan report plans to increase collaboration with other
governments.xx
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Michigan’s Opportunities for Regional Collaboration
There is considerable evidence of support among Michigan voters for increased efficiency in local
government.


By an overwhelming margin of 62.5 percent to 27.2 percent, voters believe that Michigan, with
nearly 2900 local units of government (general purpose and special purpose), has too many units of
government.

Does Michigan have too many units of local goverment?
62.50%

27.20%

YES


NO

By a margin of 68.3 percent to23.3 percent, Michigan voters support a proposal that provides more
funding to units of government that work together by merging services, and by a margin of 67.5
percent to 22.5 percent, Michigan voters support a proposal to prioritize funding to regions of the
state that show they can work together.

Should more state support
go to jursidictions that
merge services?
68.30%

Should jurisdictions that
work together get priority
for state funding?
67.50%

23.30%

YES

-

NO

22.50%

YES

NO
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Actions Taken by Michigan Policymakers Have Provided More Opportunities for Collaboration:


The Next Michigan Development Act
This 2010 act allowed for the establishment of up to five regional entities across the state called Next
Michigan Development Corporations. Under the act, these regional entities are permitted to offer
economic incentives to businesses to locate near major transportation facilities such as airports so
that they can more easily get their goods and services to their customers.



The Economic Vitality Incentive Program (EVIP) and Competitive Grant Assistance Program
(CGAP)
These programs were first introduced as part of the Fiscal Year 2012 Budget. Under the EVIP,
revenue sharing payments from the state to cities, villages, and townships were tied to meeting
certain conditions, including working with other jurisdictions to consolidate services. The CGAP
provides incentive-based grants to cities, villages, townships, and counties that combine government
operations through, for example, mergers of two or more governmental units or consolidation of
departments.



The Regional Prosperity Initiative
The Regional Prosperity Initiative is a voluntary competitive grant process that was introduced in the
Fiscal Year 2014 budget. It is designed to encourage collaboration between business and non-profit
representatives, local and regional economic development organizations, workforce boards, adult
education providers and the higher education community to provide a unified vision for economic
development in a region and reduce duplication of effort.



Changes to the Urban Cooperation Act, the Public Employee Relations Act, and others
Several state statutes were amended in 2011 to remove barriers to consolidating services by
eliminating requirements of maintaining prior labor contracts, staff seniority levels, benefit packages,
and to prohibit bargaining of agreements that limit a public employer's ability to enter into an
intergovernmental agreement.



The Municipal Partnership Act
This 2011 act allowed municipalities and public entities to enter into contracts to provide common
services. The Municipal Partnership Act also defines what a shared service contract can or cannot
contain, excludes shared service contracts from being subject to a local referendum under a charter
or ordinance, and sets guidelines for funding joint ventures.

-
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Michigan’s Challenges to Regional Collaboration
Despite clear evidence that voters believe Michigan has too many units of local government, a review of the
history of local government consolidation reveals that consolidation has been attempted infrequently and
most attempts have failed. Research conducted by the Citizens Research Council of Michigan identifies some
of the common reasons for pursuing consolidation, including a desire to increase economic development,
expand the local tax base, and reduce costs. In instances where consolidation was approved, results have
been mixed.


City of Jackson and Summit Township
In 1968, voters were asked to approve the consolidation of their governments, with proponents
arguing that both communities would be stronger by combining their tax bases. Two other
townships, Leoni and Blackman, had been part of the discussions about consolidation but later
withdrew. Voters ultimately rejected the proposal with most of the opposition coming from voters in
the township.xxi



City of Battle Creek and Battle Creek Township
In 1982, voters were asked to approve consolidation, spurred by the Kellogg Company’s desire for a
more attractive community with a larger tax base for its’ future new headquarters. Voters in Battle
Creek approved the merger by a vote of 9,524 to 816, and the township voters by 6,857 to 3,804.
There is evidence that the merger was successful in some aspects. The company opened its
downtown headquarters in 1986. Since 1997, the company has invested $129 million in their W.K.
Kellogg Institute for Food and Nutrition Research, and the company employs 2000 people in the area,
up from 700 at the time of the merger. xxiiOther hoped for gains such as increased activity in the
downtown area have not materialized.xxiii



Cities of Iron River and Stambaugh and the Village of Mineral Hills
In 1999, these communities in the Western Upper Peninsula voted to consolidate. Taxpayers now
save an estimated $1,350,000 each year as a result of the change. Operating the new entity costs
around the same as other similarly-sized and located cities.xxiv



Grand Blanc City and Grand Blanc Township
In 2006, these communities held separate votes on the question of consolidation. Despite a long
history of collaborating, including approving Michigan’s first consolidated school district, both
communities defeated the question. In the city, only 31 percent of voters favored consolidation and
only 32 percent in the township.xxv



Onekama Village and Onekama Township
In August 2012, the voters of Onekama Village were asked to approve dissolution of the village to
pave the way for merging with the township. While a majority of voters did approve dissolution, it
did not receive the 2/3 supermajority vote that was necessary for its’ passage.xxvi
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City of Saugatuck and Village of Douglas
In November, 2013, voters in the Village of Douglas and City of Saugatuck defeated an attempt to
consolidate, with unofficial results showing the proposal losing by a margin of 42 percent to 58
percent in Saugatuck and 37 percent to 63 percent in Douglas.xxvii Independent studies of the
proposed merger suggested savings could have been as high as $500,000 per year.xxviii

A question common to government consolidation efforts here and in other states is whether it will result in
true savings. Any consolidation promising savings must address major cost drivers, namely staffing levels. In
the case of many of the attempted mergers in Michigan, promises were made to maintain current staffing
levels. While some state statutes dictated that staffing levels be maintained, this was also done to gain
support from local government employees.xxix Many of the statutory barriers to adjusting staffing and other
workforce requirements when merging have been removed, but successful mergers will still require strong
leadership committed to making difficult and perhaps unpopular decisions regarding staffing.
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Findings
Business Leaders for Michigan reached the following findings as a result of the research compiled and
analyzed for this report:
1.

Nationally, local governments are faced with declining state support and lower property tax
revenues from falling home prices. At the same time, employee health care and retirement benefit
costs are increasing. Michigan’s local governments are confronting the same problems and are
further challenged by declining population.

2.

Numerous examples of regional collaboration can be found both nationally and in Michigan. Regional
collaboration in Michigan takes many forms, including developing regional economic plans, regional
service delivery, and creating regional authorities. Benefits of collaboration range from improved
marketing and promotion of regional assets to significant cost savings.

3.

There is broad public support in Michigan for increased regional collaboration, and Michigan has
taken many steps since 2010 to make service sharing/consolidation more attractive. These
measures have not been in place long enough to know whether they will accelerate collaboration.
For example, under old laws, there were more limited opportunities for local governments to realize
savings given prohibitions on employee and contract changes. Therefore, regions should consider
using this document to re-start conversations about establishing greater regional collaboration using
the state’s new tools.

Research Methodology
Business Leaders for Michigan (BLM) utilized four primary sources of data for this paper.
 A survey of representatives from the state’s 10 Regional Economic Development Collaboratives.
Survey responses were collected June-August of 2013.
 A statewide poll of 600 registered voters conducted by the Glengariff Group, Inc. The live operator
telephone survey was conducted on June 26-29, 2013. 80% of respondents were conducted via land
line. 20% of respondents were contacted via cell phone. The survey has a margin of error of +/-4.0%
with a 95% level of confidence.
 Government data sources, particularly those of the Michigan Department of Management and Budget,
Center for Shared Solutions and Technology Partnerships and the Michigan Department of Treasury.
 Analysis of research compiled by non-government sources, such as the Citizens Research Council of
Michigan, the Center for State, Local, and Urban Policy, the Gerald Ford School of Public Policy at the
University of Michigan, and the National League of Cities.
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